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Abstract
In view of the adopted design changes for SNS accumulator ring  complemen
tary studies have been undertaken in order to justify the need of higheld chromatic
sextupoles for chromaticity correction
 The SNS accumulator ring lattice
The SNS accumulator ring has a hybrid lattice design consisting of four identical arcs and
straight sections The arc has a FODO structure with four cells  quadrupoles and dipoles
plus a quadrupole that matches the arcs with the straight sections The later contains two
quadrupole doublets setting the total number of quadrupoles at  The magnetic elements
are placed and powered in a way to preserve a fourfold symmetry A schematic presentation
of one superperiod is presented in Fig 	 The lattice has been matched for several working
points The optical functions for the nominal working point 
 are shown in Fig 
In the proposed lattice design ve chromatic sextupoles are placed downstream SVX
SVX or upstream SVX SVX
 SVX to the arc quadrupoles at areas of large dispersion
Figs 	 and  These strong sextupoles have been foreseen for adjusting the chromaticities
to desired values minimizing omomentum optical mismatch and control resonance eects
and instabilities 
We present in this note the studies undertaken in order to justify the need of four families
of chromatic sextupoles We estimate the impact in the lattice functions and nonlinear
dynamics and show the benet with respect to the machine performance
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Figure 	 Schematic layout showing dipole quadrupole sextupole and corrector magnets of
one lattice superperiod The chromatic sextupoles are shown in green
 Justication of Changes
 Optical matching
One of the design aspects that will help avoiding beam resonances andor beam instabilities
thereby minimizing the beam losses in the accumulator ring is the chromaticity control
Without this control the tune spread produced by the natural chromaticity is about 
similar to the spread produced by the spacecharge The adjustment of the chromaticity and
the optical compensation can be achieved by using chromaticity sextupoles The SNS lattice
contains ve 	 cm long chromatic sextupoles per superperiod Their design parameters
see 	 are presented in Table 	
Two families of sextupoles placed at highbeta and highdispersion regions can control
the linear chromaticity of the ring The sextupoles however may strongly aect the rst
and second order of the beta and dispersion functions dependence on the momentum spread
introducing strong betadispersion waves and thereby reducing the dynamic aperture In
addition this betadispersion variation will increase the rst and higher order terms of the
chromaticity This is clearly shown in gure  with a twofamily scheme the optical distortion
in function is as large as  for omomentum orbits






























Figure  Lattice functions of one lattice superperiod consisting of a FODO arc and a doublet
straight The horizontal phase advance across the arc section is  radian The dispersion in
the straight section is zero
maticity on pp additional families of sextupoles are required In the proposed chromaticity
correction scheme three of the sextupoles are powered independently and two of them in
series forming a total of four families With a fourfamily scheme the omomentum optics
is greatly improved and the wave is minimal Fig 
By using the HARMON module of the MAD program  we have computed the required
strength of the four families of sextupoles in order to adjust the horizontal and vertical chro
maticity 
xy
to a wide value range and at the same time to minimize the optics functions
perturbation Fig  We observe that the sextupole strengths for the most extreme cases
are less than  m

 Thus the strength requirements of 	 m

 given in Table 	 are
sucient to handle the chromaticityoptics control leaving a comfortable  margin
 Nonlinear dynamics
 Frequency maps and Dynamic aperture
Additional nonlinear dynamic have shown the benecial eect of the chromatic sextupoles
In Figs 
 we display frequency maps  
 for the working point 
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Figure  Lattice functions of the SNS accumulator ring for the nominal tunes 
 using




	 particles with dierent amplitudes up to a maximum emittance
of   mm mrad and ve dierent momentum spreads pp  		 Small eld
errors in the quadrupoles and dipoles were included in the 	

 level Finally quadrupole
fringe elds were simulated like hardedge kicks at the entrance and the excite of the mag
nets
The two maps correspond to two dierent cases on the left the chromaticity sextupoles are






is a huge tunespread of the order of  associated with of omomentum particles motion
In addition the quadrupole fringeelds produce an octupolelike tuneshift linear with
amplitude which corresponds to the triangular shape of the footprints This tuneshift pushes
large amplitude omomentum particles into dangerous resonances as the structural coupling




 	 This resonance can be excited by linear
coupling errors due to magnet tilts and misalignments  Moreover this line corresponds to




 	 which can be excited by the quadrupole
fringeelds The detrimental eect of this resonance is reected in the irregularity of the map
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Figure  Lattice functions of the SNS accumulator ring for the nominal tunes 
 using 
families of sextupoles The beta and dispersion wave has been minimized by the introduction
of the  supplementary sextupole families
The map on the right corresponds to a case where the sextupoles are tuned in order to set
the chromaticities to  As expected the chromatic tune spread is eliminated
The detrimental eect of the natural chromaticity can be further observed in the dynamic
aperture of the SNS ring In Figs  we plot the maximum survival amplitude in terms of total
emittance of particles launched in  dierent initial ratios of the transverse emittances with
three dierent momentum spreads pp   The momentum spread of  is indeed
higher than the actual RF bucket size of  Nevertheless it corresponds to the momentum
acceptance of the ring and halo particles can reach this level before they are cleaned by the
BeamInGap kicker By Figs  one may observe the unacceptable reduction in the dynamic
aperture of the SNS ring below the physical aperture of 	  mm mrad for a momentum
spreads of  green curve on the left This is attributed to the fact that the chromaticity




and the particles get rapidly lost A less pronounced reduction of the dynamic aperture can
be attributed to the halfinteger resonance at Q
y
 		 for particles with momentum spread
of  red curve on the left Finally the on momentum particles have very similar dynamic











magnetic gradient 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magnetic gradient   	 Tm

pole inscribed diameter 
 cm
peak eld at pole tip 	   T
aperture blue curves
One should stress that the eects mentioned above are somehow independent of the working




 produce equivalent results further demonstrating
the absolute necessity for the inclusion of the chromaticity sextupoles in the baseline design of
the SNS ring lattice Furthermore all the studies above have been conducted in the absence
of spacecharge eects whose nonlinear nature can further enhances particle diusion Let
us nally note that the need of chromaticity control will be necessary from the early stages
of the commissioning procedure as for low intensities it will be the dominant tunespread
eect
 Resonance eect induced by chromaticity sextupoles
The introduction of nonlinear elements as chromatic sextupoles can perturb the motion of
particles in the ring By using classical perturbation theory we can show that sextupoles
introduce a second order quadratic in the sextupole strength tuneshift with amplitude
which is linear with the particles emittance equivalent to a rst order octupole eect This


















 the rst derivatives of the tune with respect to the emittance These
three quantities have been computed for all range of chromaticity values and plotted Fig 
The maximum anharmonicity values are found to be a factor of ve smaller than the ones
introduced by the quadrupole fringeelds  indicating that the introduction of chromatic
sextupoles will not have an important nonlinear impact on the SNS ring This residual



























Figure  Sextupole strengths for the four families of chromatic sextupoles versus the chro
maticity The maximum values are within the strength requirements Table 	
On the other hand the sextupoles may excite sextupole type of resonances dened by the
condition Q
x




 N where N is an integer number In the case of the SNS
ring the excitation of these resonances due to the chromaticity sextupoles is quite small 
and can be corrected with the dedicated sextupole correctors downstream of the quadrupoles
at the beginning of the arc SVX	 SHX see Fig 	
 Impact on Ring cost and Schedule
The impact on the construction schedule for both the sextupoles and trim quadrupole elements
is insignicant The total unburdened cost for the twenty chromatic sextupoles mechanical
part is      The cost for the electrical part of the chromatic sextupoles !e four

 A power supplies three of  KW
 V and 	 of  KW		 V cables and controls is
  	
 Summary
The SNS accumulator ring is designed to accumulate a highintensity beam with large trans
verse emittance of 	
  mmmrad With the required low beam loss level of 	

 the machine
is designed in such a way to avoid any undesirable nonlinear eects and instabilities which can
















































































 Frequency maps for the working point 
 without left and with right
sextupoles
limit its performance The chromaticity control is one of the main issues in order to achieve
this goal Four families of sextupoles are needed in order to adjust the chromaticity and to
keep the optical properties of the ring unperturbed The required sextupole strengths can be
easily achieved with the proposed design properties of these magnets The impact of these
magnets with respect to nonlinear dynamics is expected to be small and can be corrected
with the dedicated multipole correctors of the SNS ring
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Figure  Dynamic aperture for the working point 
 without left and with right
sextupoles
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Figure  Anharmonicities versus the chromaticity The maximum values are within  of
the ones produced by the quadrupole fringeelds
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